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ABSTRACT 
This paper applies the conventional framework of the hedonic price model to 
analyze the effects of various housing attributes on the price of commodity housing 
in metropolitan Guang Zhou, China. Due to the lack of relevant data set in Guang 
Zhou, the author has collected and constructed an original one through on-site survey 
and consultation. The Box-Cox technique has been adopted to run five regression 
models of the hedonic price equation. The signs of the estimated coefficients of all 
the models are found to be consistent with intuitions, and the elasticities of demand 
for housing attributes indicate that the valuation of property is most sensitive to three 
housing traits: the distance from central business district, the class of decoration and 
the gross floor area of each flat. With empirical analysis of the effects of 
heterogeneous housing attributes on the housing price, this paper will provide useful 
information for designing and constructing appropriate kinds of commodity housing 
so as to satisfy potential market demand and enable housing consumption to become 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
In line with the Chinese central government's decision to foster the housing sector 
as a new growth area by spurring up people's wish to buy houses, the welfare 
housing allotment was stopped through out the country at the end of 1999, and the 
cash wages were increased so that employees could buy housing or pay higher rents. 
This monetization of housing consumption advocated by the Chinese government, 
together with the repeated bank interest rate cuts since 1996, has added to the 
individual enthusiasm for house purchase and enabled more and more ordinary 
people to own their homes, thus boosting the ordinary housing market. 
As one of the characteristics of residential products is that they are long term, 
one-time investments, people are cautious of weighing the costs and benefits of 
housing characteristics. So it is crucial to know how the consumers rank those 
housing characteristics and to what extent they are willing to trade one for another. 
With the estimation of household demand parameters for various housing attributes, 
housing projects can be designed that are consistent with the preferences of the 
consumers. 1 herefore. this will enable a transition from supply-based to demand-
driven urban planning in the context especially for provision of housing to such a 
huge potential market in China. 
丁his research is an attempt to apply the hedonic theory to the booming housing 
market in Guang Zhou. By investigating a total of 505 actual apartment sales from 
30 estates in Tian He district during last summer, we have originally constructed a 
database containing detailed information on various housing characteristics of a 
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residence. By using the Box-Cox technique to run five regression models of the 
hedonic price equation, this paper intends to analyze the empirical evidence of the 
effects of locational, structural and neighbourhood attributes on the price of 
commodity housing in this area. 
The paper consists of five chapters. Besides the introduction of this paper in 
Chapter One, we firstly survey the literature on hedonic price model in Chapter Two. 
After introducing the theoretical framework of the hedonic price model in that 
chapter, we sum up several empirical issues by reviewing numerous papers that 
report estimates of the hedonic price model. These empirical issues include choice 
of the functional forms, choice of the variables, estimation of supply and demand 
functions, test of heteroscedasticity and multicollinearity, and so on. 
A brief introduction on the housing market in Guang Zhou is composed in 
Chapter Three. After summarizing the development and current situation of this 
market, some caveats about applying Sherwin Rosen's model (1974) to this newly 
booming housing market have been discussed in this chapter. 
In Chapter Four, we apply the hedonic model to the commodity housing market in 
Guang Zhou, intending to explore the effects of locational, structural, and 
neighbourhood attributes on the housing price. W e first describe the data source and 
the variables, and then we adopt five different specifications of the hedonic equation 
to estimate the hedonic relationship. After the empirical analysis, we obtain some 
major results and provide possible interpretation of the hedonic price equation under 
some assumptions. In addition, we conduct several tests to examine some frequently 
encountered econometrics problems, such as multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, 
and choice of alternative functional forms. Some possible sources of estimation bias 
are also discussed in this chapter. 
Finally, the conclusion is made in Chapter Five. 
Chapter 2. Literature Review 
2.1 Theoretical Model 
The conceptual framework upon which this study is based was initially 
formulated by Griliches (1971) hedonic price model, which is widely recognised as 
having formed the basis of modem hedonic price analysis. Implicit in the hedonic 
price framework is the assumption that numerous models and varieties of a particular 
commodity can be viewed as consisting of various combinations, bundles, or 
composites of a smaller number of characteristics or basic attributes. Moreover, 
implicit marginal prices for the characteristics can be calculated as derivatives of the 
hedonic price equation with respect to levels of the characteristics. If heterogeneous 
goods are viewed as aggregates of individual characteristics, then the relationship 
between the overall bundle price and the level or quantity of the various 
characteristics need not be constant over time, which means implicit prices may 
change over time. So when supply or demand curves for characteristics shift, the 
implicit price relationships between the overall price of the bundle and the individual 
characteristics might also change. 
Specifically, hedonic studies of housing are based on an explicit recognition and 
treatment of the complexity and heterogeneity of the housing product. Rosen's 
(1974) statement of an implicit market model for a certain commodity with many 
characteristics clarified the theoretical implications of the hedonic technique for the 
extensive literatures afterwards. 
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Rosen's conceptual framework for identifying preferences and calculating the 
demand for housing characteristics is as followed: Suppose each household 
consumes z=(^ z/，...，z"), a vector of housing characteristics which has a price p(z) 
defined by some market clearing conditions, and x, a composite of all other good 
whose price is unity. Then the household maximises utility u=u(x, z) subject to a 
budget constraint y=p(z)+x. As the characteristics are jointly priced, the budget 
constraint is non-linear. By taking first-order conditions we have 
dpjdz- = p. = u. ju^, i=l, ...,n, which means the marginal attribute prices equals the 
marginal rate of substitution between the attributes, in other words, the unobserved 
marginal price of the ith characteristic, p,, is equal to the amount of consumption of 
all other goods (x) that an individual is willing to pay for another unit of that 
characteristic. 
A bid-rent function is an essential part in the Rosen model. Define a bid function 
6 according to — Q , a ) = " . where a is a parameter that differs 
from consumer to consumer according to their tastes. Q(z,;z/’少,a) represents the 
expenditure a consumer is willing to pay for alternative values of z at a given utility 
index and income. Solving the above for 0 will result in a schedule like 6 ‘ pictured 
in fig.l. Household's utility along 0 ‘ is indifferent and the lower 9 schedules 
correspond to higher utility levels. 
If p(z) is given, it denotes the minimum price the household must pay. Thus, 
utility is maximised when Q(z^;u\y.a) = p(/)and 0 , = p人where 
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z* and I/* are optimum quantities, 0. = i/^  represents the compensated demand 
curve which means the additional expenditure a consumer is willing to make on 
another unit of z,- and be equally well off. Two different buyers are shown in fig. 1, 
one with value function 6 ‘ and the other with e the latter purchases more z/, and 
point A and B denotes two optimal equilibria. 
Symmetrically, the other side of the market, the supply side, can be considered in 
this way. Assumed firm's costs per unit are convex and can be defined as c(z; p ) 
where (3 denotes factor prices and production function parameters. Then the firm 
maximises profits per unit n =p(z)-c(z; (3 ) and yields the condition that prCi, which 
means the additional cost of providing that ith characteristic, c/, is equal to the 
revenue, p,, that can be gain. Comparable to consumers' bid-rent function, let 小(z; 
兀，P ) be an offer function of unit prices at which a firm is willing to sell a given 
design at constant profit per unit: n =([) -c{z;^ ).小‘corresponds to one such 
schedule in fig.l. To maximise profits, it requires 小：兀 p ) = /)(/) and 
；兀，p) = p 丨（z.)，where p； is the additional price a firm will want to obtain for 
providing another unit of a characteristic, which is equal to the marginal cost of 
providing that characteristic. 
Equilibrium points, such as point A and B in fig. 1, are those points where supply 
equals demand and p(z) is a function consisting of various tangencies. Thus the 
hedonic function is a joint envelope (in characteristic space) of demanders’ bid 
curves and sellers' offer curves. By taking partial derivatives of the estimated 
hedonic relationship function, one can derive the implicit marginal attribute prices 
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and use them to estimate attribute demands. Rosen suggests this two-step procedures 
as followed: First, use the best fit functional form to regress observed differentiated 
products' prices, p, on all of their characteristics, z, and denote the estimated hedonic 
A 
equation as p{z). Second, evaluate the derivative of the hedonic equation estimated 
A 
in the first step, p丨(z), at a certain bundle of z and use it as the price vector in a 
A A 
system of demand and supply equations: /7,(z) = 9 .(z; and p.(z) =(|).(z; P). 
The desired parameters of the structural system can be yielded from the simultaneous 
estimation of the above equations. Many authors have turned to this two-step 
procedure for estimating the hedonic price model (Nelson 1978, Linneman 1980, 
Kaufman and Quigley 1982, Bajic 1984, Follain and Jimenez 1985, Megbolugbe 
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2.2 Empirical Investigation 
Although the theoretical basis for sound analysis has been established, empirical 
applications of the theory are of widely varying quality. By reviewing numerous 
papers that report estimates of the hedonic price model, the author find that empirical 
researchers are faced with the usual problems of specifying the hedonic relationship, 
choosing the proper functional form, and selecting appropriate variables. It is 
evident that there is a diversity of views about the correct specification of the 
functional form as well as the independent variables since misspecification of either 
of them can become potentially serious sources of estimation bias. 
2.2.1 Choice of The Functional Form 
As hedonic theory offers little guidance in correctly specify the functional form of 
the hedonic relationship, researchers have tended to regard the choice of functional 
form as an empirical question, to be decided on the basis of plausibility, goodness of 
fit. and the like (Butler 1982). 
Barnell (1985) used both a linear and a logarithmic functional form and found thai 
better results were achieved with the logarithmic form given thai the market 
valuation of an attribute was likely to be in part dependent upon its quantity and on 
the quantity of other attributes. In order to reduce the search costs. Pasha and Butt 
(1996) used a "grid-search" which was confined to four functional forms most 
frequently used—linear, semi-logarilhmic. log-linear and inverse semi-logarithmic. 
Selection of the best functional form was based on minimisation of residual sum of 
squares for the regressions. 
Since the housing hedonic equation is a price equation reflecting both supply and 
demand conditions, there are not any prior notions about the appropriate shape of the 
hedonic relationship on theoretical grounds. Following Linneman (1980), many 
housing market researchers adopt the Box-Cox (1964) technique to search for the 
appropriate functional form. They include Spitzer (1982), Megbolugbe (1989), Mok 
(1995), Pasha and Butt (1996), and Huh and Kwak (1997). The virtue of the Box-
Cox form is that it requires no prior restrictions on the attribute relationships. 
The Box-Cox transformation was first used in economic research by Zarembka 
(1968) and has subsequently been extended to a number of different applications 
(eg., Chang. 1977; Ziemer et al, 1980; and Vaughan et al., 1982). The procedure 
provides a statistical basis for choosing between functional forms. In the context of 
the hedonic pricing model for housing, the Box-Cox model used to search over 
alternative functional forms is: 
/=! ‘ InPF 人=0 
where P is price, Z, are housing traits or attributes, and A, is Box-Cox transformation, 
cx, are parameters of the model while s is assumed to be a vector of error terms with 
standard properties. fV尸.、is a general form of 严、and Z尸'.Using the log 
likelihood function associated with this specification one can solve for the maximum 
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likelihood estimates of the respective sets of coefficients and power transformation 
factors for the hedonic function. If the transformation factor X equals 1, the 
associated functional form of the variable is linear. Similarly, if the power factor 
approaches zero, the functional form approaches natural logarithmic form. An 
important point here is that X need not be restricted to values of 0 or 1 but can take 
on a wide variety of other values, including those outside the 0-1 interval. 
According to Megbolugbe (1989) and Mok (1995), the Box-Cox transformation 
parameter X provides unique information for the hedonic price structure of different 
housing markets. This parameter may indicate the degree of constraint in a housing 
market. A market in Static (stable) equilibrium may have an approximate parameter 
value of 1(0), while a parameter value greater than 1 may suggest a loose market and 
that less than zero shows a tight market. Thus, the comparison of parameter values 
in different studies may characterise the hedonic price structure in different markets. 
Choosing the proper functional form to specify the hedonic relationship is a 
problem that empirical researchers usually face with. In Milton el al. (1984), they 
examined this general issue and developed a flexible functional form for amenity 
valuation using a generalised Box-Cox transformation. By using a likelihood ratio 
test statistic to conduct nested hypotheses testing with the unrestricted Box-Cox form 
and the restricted traditional functional forms, such as linear, logarithmic, semilog, 
inverse semilog, quadratic, inverse exponential and simple Box-Cox, they examined 
the consequences of restrictions on functional form with the results from an hedonic 
analysis of water-related amenities. Their results indicated that prior restrictions 
imposed by traditional functional forms could lead to seriously biased estimates of 
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amenity values, and the flexible Box-Cox transformation could provided an 
appropriate method of identifying amenity relationships without unwarranted 
restrictions on functional form. 
When concerning the functional specification of hedonic price function, one 
should pay serious consideration on how locational effects, positive or negative 
externalities, are capitalised into housing prices. Can (1992) has been concerned 
with the treatment of spatial effects, i.e., spatial dependence and spatial 
heterogeneity, in the specification and estimation of the hedonic regression model. 
The paper has provided alternative specifications corresponding to how spatial 
externalities — neighbourhood and adjacency effects — are treated in the 
determination of housing prices. The consideration of adjacency effects led to the 
inclusion of spatial dependence, whereas the consideration of market segmentation 
led to the incorporation of spatial heterogeneity. The results have indicated that 
models incorporate both types of externalities are superior to the specifications in the 
mainstream literature in which only neighbourhood effects are considered. Based on 
her earlier works. Can (1997) offered a new strategy to incorporate functional 
interdependence into spatial hedonic models. This strategy explicitly acknowledged 
the presence of spatial spillover effects and focused on spatial dependence in 
constructing house price indices. It has shown that it is possible to construct 
reasonable price indices on the basis of measurements on housing age, living space, 
and land area, by taking into account locational effects — both adjacency and 
neighbourhood effects. 
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2.2.2 Choice of Variables 
The hedonic hypothesis essentially involves treating varieties of products as 
alternative bundles of a small number of characteristics. These characteristics should 
of course reflect measures of quality. But how should measures of quality be 
chosen? In principle, all housing characteristics that can either yield utility to 
residents or are costly to produce should be included in the estimation of hedonic 
relationship. But in practice, this is impossible to be done as there are incredible 
large number of such kind of characteristics, and data on many of these are either 
unavailable or of poor quality. In this point of view, any estimate of the hedonic 
relationship has to be misspecified as some relevant independent variables are 
omitted. 
In general, unless the omitted variables are either perfectly correlated or perfectly 
Lincorrelated with each of the included variables, the omission of significant quality 
variables can result in biased estimates of the parameters. However’ by making an 
explicit comparison of two hedonic indexes—one with a relatively extensive set of 
housing characteristics (so, a relatively smaller specification bias is expected) and 
another with a restricted subset of the independent variables. Butler (1982) has 
presented some evidence that approximate correctness can be achieved with 
significantly fewer characteristics than is generally supposed. 
Merrill (1980) has discussed the criteria and strategies for selecting the 
independent variables. They include maximising the adjusted R', moderating the 
impact of multicollinearity. including a broad set of statistically significant and 
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rightly-signed variables, and minimising reliance on proxy relationships. f he 
independent variables frequently used by the literatures can be classified into three 
categories: locational variables, such as distance to central business district (CBD), 
the accessibility to social facilities, the floor on which the flat is located, and the 
orientation of the flat; structural variables, such as the total living area or building 
area, the age of the building, and the number of washrooms or bedrooms; and 
neighborhood variables, such as existence of amenities, public safety, air quality, 
and the qualities of other living facilities, such as school quality, traffic and road 
conditions, shopping availability, and so on. According to different region and living 
standard, some characteristics adopted by the research in developed countries and 
developing countries are different. The availability of car garage, central-air 
conditioning, fireplace, and the lot size are usually found in the research of 
developed countries housing market (Linneman 1980; Butler 1982; Can 1992), while 
the availability of piped water, the qualities of wall floor or roof, and sanitary 
condition are often adopted in the research of developing countries housing market 
(Follain and Jimenez, 1985; Megbolugbe 1989; Pasha and Butt 1996). 
Among all these independent variables, location characteristics are the most 
important features in determining the house value. Straszheim (1975, p.28) argued 
"variation in housing characteristics and prices by location is a fundamental 
characteristic of the urban housing market." There are a variety of ways to 
incorporate location characteristics into the hedonic house price equations. Li and 
Brown (1980) separated the positive influence that accessibility has on residential 
real estate values from the negative effect that proximity to non-residential use has 
on residential property values. They established that house price studies that omit 
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accessibility, congestion, pollution, and unsightliness characteristics producc biased 
estimates of house prices. Quigley (1982) reduced services provided by thirty-nine 
individual location characteristics to five factors using factor analysis. The indices 
included the quality of adjacent parcels, the percent of the neighbourhood dedicated 
to commercial uses, the amount of local commercial traffic, and numerous other 
potential externalities. 
Huh and Kwak (1997) demonstrated that investigating the structure of a local 
housing market and choosing proper variables reflecting regional and cultural 
characteristics were both key parts of the study on a specific housing market. In their 
research on the Hedonic Price Model in Seoul, they pointed out that there were 
several characteristics which underline distinctive housing preferences among 
Koreans. First, as Koreans traditionally have been very anxious about the education 
of their children, the quality of school in the area is an important variable affecting 
the price of housing. Secondly, one of Korean's cultural norms is that the presence 
of a mortuary in the neighbourhood is not a good omen and research shows that 
proximity to a hospital exhibits a statistically significant negative effect on apartment 
prices in Seoul. This is a surprising response to what is typically seen as a 
community good. Third, as the green belt is a form of restrictive land-use control in 
Korea, the larger green belts mean the greater restriction of land use, and lower 
property value, so the negative effect on property value can dominate the positive 
effect from the environmental side. 
Therefore, to make an appropriate study of a specific housing market, the 
application of the technique to the hedonic price structure of that market is more than 
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a matter of simple transference of established research to other countries, a 
significant adjustment to the reality of that specific market should be made, thus 
proper variables can be chosen. 
2.2.3 Estimation of Supply and Demand Functions 
In addition to the hedonic price equation, a number of researchers have extended 
the hedonic price framework attempting to estimate the underlying supply and 
demand equations for characteristics (Bajic, 1984; Follain and Jimenez, 1985; Pasha 
and Butt, 1996). However, this more ambitious analysis of hedonic markets may 
raise some important econometric issues. 
As the estimated hedonic price equation contains three pieces of information: the 
price of the product, the quantities of the characteristics, and the implicit prices of the 
characteristics, it is possible to define the budge constraint facing consumers. For 
example, how much of characteristic / must be given up in order to obtain more of 
characteristic /, holding product price constant. But with many functional forms, the 
implicit prices depend on the level of the characteristics, the slope of the budge 
constraint is not necessarily constant, so the budget constraint is nonlinear. This 
contrasts with the usual case dealt with in economics texts, in which the budget 
constraint for products is linear. Owing to the nonlinearity of the budget constraint, 
in general, it is very difficult, and at times even impossible, to obtain consistent 
estimates of the supply and demand functions underlying the hedonic price equation. 
In some important papers by Rosen (1974), Epple (1987) and Bartik (1987), this 
issue has been explored. 
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However, there exist some special cases in which one can interpret the implicit 
prices as reflecting directly the marginal costs of production or the valuations of 
consumers. One case is: Suppose the supply of characteristics is fixed, which means 
supply is perfectly price inelastic, then demand curves for various characteristics will 
intersect with vertical supply curves at the implicit prices estimated by the hedonic 
price equation. In this case, implicit prices will reflect the market's valuations of the 
characteristics. In practice, the assumption of perfectly inelastic supply is based on 
secondhand markets. An alternative case is that suppose supply curves for 
characteristics are perfectly flat and elastic, firms are identical, and markets are 
competitive. In this case, demand curves for the various characteristics will always 
intersect with the supply curves at an implicit price that is equal to the average (and 
marginal) costs of production, since with competitive markets, price equals average 
and marginal costs. 
Generally speaking, identifying the underlying supply and demand functions for 
characteristics is very difficult and a great deal of care is required in both the 
specification and the estimation of equations in order to obtain a valid inference. 
2.2.4 Test of Heteroskedasticity 
Heteroskedasticity of the disturbance terms is an econometric issue that has 
received some attention in the hedonic price literature. Although the OLS estimators 
will still be unbiased if heteroskedasiticity is present, estimates of the parameters will 
be inefficient and the estimated standard errors will be inconsistent, thus significance 
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tests will no longer be reliable. So it would be desirable to test formally whether the 
error variance has the nature of heteroskedasticity. In Can (1992), the test for 
heteroskedasticity in all models was conducted using the Breusch and Pagan (1979) 
test based on the Lagrange multiplier principle. The BP test is designed to test the 
hypothesis that a ~ : cr +a’ z, ), where z is a vector of independent variables. 
The model is homoscedastic if a = 0 . The BP test statistic is distributed as / ‘ with 
p degrees of freedom, where p is the number of parameters without the constant 
term. If the test statistic is significant the presence of heteroskedasticity is implied. 
Anselin (1990) suggested that heteroskedasticity-robust covariance estimates 
should be used in order to make a more realistic assessment of significance levels. 
Can (1992) used two such variance estimators of the regression coefficients: The 
adjusted-White and Jackknife. Although the use of robust covariance estimates 
allows for more realistic significance assessment of parameter estimates under 
heteroskedasticity. it was generally observed in his paper that the significance levels 
based on the robust variances, i.e., the adjusted-White and Jackknife. were very 
similar to those of the OLS. 
2.2.5 Test of Multicollinearity 
If a model has several variables, it is likely that some of the explanatory variables 
will be approximately linearly related. This property is known as multicollinearity. 
Multicollinearity among explanatory variables can increase the standard errors of the 
regression coefficients and reduce the /-statistics, thus making coefficients less 
significant. So it is necessary to identify multicollinearity. In a practical situation. 
IS 
multicollinearity often shows up in a number of ways: high R~ with low values for l-
statistics, high values for correlation coefficients, or regression coefficients sensitive 
to specification. 
Because multicollinearity is more a problem with the data than with a model 
itself, many econometricians argue that formal tests are either meaningless or not 
fruitful (Maddala, 1977). Farrar and Glauber (1967) have proposed a group of tests 
to identify the severity of multicollinearity. The tests consist of a chi-square test, an 
F-test, and a Mest. The chi-square test is to identify whether multicollinearity is 
generally present, F-test is to find which variables are causing the multicollinearity, 
and finally the r-test is used to discover the nature of the multicollinearity. Belsley, 
Kuh, and Welsch (1980) suggest a two-step procedure for testing multicollinearity. 
The first step is to compute a “condition number" for the matrix of data values. 
Serious collinearity problems are indicated if this number is over 30. In the second 
step a ''variance decomposition" measure is used. However, in numerous empirical 
hedonic studies, people seldom identify the presence of multicollinearity in the data 
set they used. Only in Barnett (1985). it mentioned that pairwise correlations among 
explanatory variables were used to exam the problem of multicollinearity. 
If multicollinearity is present, there are several general approaches in treating it. 
The surest way to eliminate or reduce the effects of multicollinearity is to drop one or 
more of the variables from the model. In some situations, respecifying the model can 
do the work. Sometimes, increasing the sample size is recommended on the ground 
that such an increase improves the precision of an estimator and hence reduces the 
adverse effects of multicollinearitv. 
J 
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2.2.6 Application of the Hedonic Price Model to Developing Countries 
While the applications of the Rosen model are numerous, they have focused 
almost exclusively on developed country examples. The quickening pace of 
urbanisation in the developing countries and the sponsorship of the World Bank 
since 1980s have accelerated the study of housing market in developing countries 
(Follain and Jimenez, 1985; Follain, Lim and Renaud, 1982; Ingram, 1984; Hoy and 
Jimenez, 1984; Jimenez, 1984; Struyk and Turner, 1985; Quigley, 1985). 
Using cross-country data of five cities from three developing countries 
(Colombia, Korea and the Philippines) for the first time, Follain and Jimenez (1985) 
analysed the demand for housing characteristics for urban households in developing 
countries. They found that: (1) When compared to household income, household 
willingness to pay for additional living space is generally not large; (2) Willingness 
to pay for living space declines as household size increases: (3) Willingness to pay 
for several quality measures-structural quality: wall, roof and floor quality-is quite 
responsive to income. 
Megbolugbe (1989) broadened the geographical scope of the study by 
extrapolating empirical findings to the less studied markets of African cities. The 
paper used data from Jos. Nigeria to provide empirical evidence on market 
parameters describing the hedonic relationships for housing. Variables measuring 
the quality of housing structure and of public services in various neighbourhoods 
were the local hedonic structure descriptors. This remind us again that it is important 
to investigate the local housing market and choose the right variables which relied 
the regional and cultural characteristics. 
Pasha and Butt (1996) have studied the characteristics of demand for housing 
attributes in the large, low-income developing country like Pakistan. They found 
income elasticities generally appeared to be low, although somewhat higher for 
indicators of quality. Own-price elasticities were high while the cross-price effects 
with respect to different attribute prices revealed the high degree of substitutability 
among these attributes. Methodological innovations in the paper included the use of 
a weighted factor score for the measurement of housing quality and incorporation of 
the effect of changes in Non-housing prices on demand for housing attributes. 
In the context of developing countries, where data are scarce and of poor quality 
and research is mostly exploratory and initial in character, reliance may have to be 
placed on the use of relatively simple econometric techniques and the results derived 
will be subject to the usual caveats. This is the approach adopted by Megboiugbe 
(1989) on Nigerian data and Pusha and Butt (1996) on Pakistan data. 
2.3 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter we have introduced the conceptual framework of the hedonic price 
model, and raised a number of important econometric issues that are involved in the 
estimation and interpretation of parameters in hedonic price equations. The hedonic 
price framework has several outstanding features such as its assumptions are 
realistic, its practical importance is obvious and its implementation is relatively easy. 
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However it also raises a variety of significant and difficult econometric issues which 
require carefulness in choosing the functional form and the variables, in interpreting 
the results and in dealing with complex econometric procedures. Therefore, the 
analysis of hedonic price model has attracted tremendous econometricians to 
carrying out challenging research. 
Chapter 3. Introduction of The Housing Market 
in Guang Zhou 
3.1 Development and Current Situation 
The open-door policy has a positive and profound impact on the rapid 
development of the real estate industry in Guang Zhou. Before 1979, there existed 
not a single real estate development enterprise in Guang Zhou. Buildings 
construction, such as office and residence, were mainly under the charge of 
Construction Administration Department or managed by enterprises and institutions 
themselves. The investment and construction scale of residence was quite small. In 
1978, the investment value on residence of the whole city was only 89.87 million 
Yuan, the floor space of residence under construction was 1.73 million square meters 
and the floor space of residence completed was 0.85 million square meters. After 
1979- the municipal government made good use of the open-door policy and the 
favourable circumstances so that it attracted a large amount of investment from 
foreign developers. So a comprehensive development in the real estate industry was 
stimulated. Until the end of 1998, there were 1212 real estate development 
enterprises in Guang Zhou and 42786 employed persons engaged in real estate 
industry. At the same time, the general assets of real estate development achieved 
177 billions and the floor space of buildings under construction was 32.69 million 
square meters. Among the 1212 development enterprises, there were 309 state-
owned enterprises (25.5%), 231 collective-owned enterprises (19.1%), 215 limited 
companies (17.7%). 343 Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan invested enterprises 
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(28.3%), 9 foreign invested enterprises (0.74%), 24 joint operation enterprises 
(1.98%) and 81 private enterprises (6.7%).^  Among these enterprises, those with 
abundant funds and tremendous strength were mainly state-owned enterprises and 
Chinese-foreign joint ventures. A pattern in which public ownership is the principal 
part and multiple economic sectors exist and develop co-ordinately has been 
constructed. Therefore, we can conclude that housing market in Guang Zhou has 
completed its transition from the planned economy to the market economy, and the 
current situation indicates that it is a competitive market as there are many producers 
and consumers in this market. 
Owing to the abolishment of welfare housing allotment and the execution of 
monetization of housing consumption in 1999, together with the repeated bank 
interest rate cuts since 1996, the real purchasing power of commodity housing in 
Guang Zhou has been improved significantly. The commodity housing market 
becomes prosperous and the transactions are brisk. In 1999. the whole city\s floor 
space of buildings actually sold was 5.39 million square meters and the pre-sold floor 
space was 5.14 million square meters. Compared with those of last year, they have 
increased 33.2% and 22.9% respectively. The contracted sales of houses in 1999 
were 23.22 billion Yuan, increased by 1 1.92%. The floor space of residence actually 
sold was 4.76 million square meters and the pre-sold one was 4.72 million square 
meters, increased by 36.1% and 27.2% respectively when compared with those of 
last year. Stimulated by the monetization of housing consumption, more and more 
‘ 只 Zhou Wii Shi Man (1949-1999) (Fifty years of Guang Zhou ) (1999). Zhonii Guo Ton a Ji 
Chu Ban She (China Statistics Press). PI45. ‘ 
-Guang Zhou Stafistica/ Year Book (：()()()). China Statistics Press. PI 30. 
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ordinary people in Guang Zhou began to buy their own houses, thus enabled the 
residence floor space sold to individuals surpass that sold to units. In 1999, the 
residence floor space sold to individuals in Guang Zhou was 3.51 million square 
meters, which is 73.81% of the total floor space of residence actually sold that year.^  
Therefore, it is obvious that commodity housing has become a hot spot of people's 
consumption in Guang Zhou. 
The housing market investigated in this paper is the Tian He district in 
metropolitan Guang Zhou, the largest city in southern China and the "window of 
China" in the economic reform process. Before the middle of 1980s, Tian He was a 
suburban district of Guang Zhou. Its main function was to provide vegetables and 
non-staple food for the city. After it became a new administrative district of Guang 
Zhou in 1985, foreign developers were allowed to invest in real estate projects in this 
area in the late 1980s. It has attracted a large amount of inward investment since 
then, thus stimulating the growth of the urban fringe. 
A number of high-class residences have been built in the Tian He district since the 
late 1980s. A new pattern of social areas has begun to appear in this area. Being 
close to Hong Kong, the styles of design and the method of management of these 
residences are imitated from those in Hong Kong. Usually, owing to their large size, 
these communities have better infrastructure and facilities than the old living 
quarters. The new method of development has been highly praised by the Ministry 
of Construction as a model for future residential development in China. Therefore, 
‘Gucmg Zhou Statistical Year Book (2000). China Statistics Press. P32. 
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the commodity housing in this district provides a very interesting case study on the 
consumer preference of housing characteristics. 
3.2 Some Caveats 
Theoretically, in Sherwin Rosen's model (1974), both households and firms take 
price as given in a competitive world. Equilibrium points are those points where 
supply equals demand and p(z) then represents a function consisting of the various 
tangencies. Therefore, in practice, we should use second-hand housing market 
transaction price to represent the equilibrium price, because the price in the second-
hand housing market is negotiable. As both buying and selling sides can bargain on 
the price according to the attributes of the house, this bargain process can enable the 
final transaction price to become the equilibrium price. 
However, the second-hand housing market in Guang Zhou is much less 
prosperous than the first-hand market, and it is much less developed than the second-
hand market in Hong Kong as well. There are several reasons for this situation. 
First of all. housing supply in the first-hand market is quite large. During the past ten 
years, the municipal government has authorized a large sum of land to build 
residence estates. There exist numerous commodity housing, ranging from high 
class to low class, for consumers to select. So it is not necessary for people to give 
up buying the apartment from the first-hand market while purchase one from the 
second-hand market instead. Among the 4.76 million square meters floor space of 
residence actually sold in 1999. there was only several hundred thousands square 
meters sold through the second-hand market. Therefore, we should focus on the 
first-hand housing market when we study the housing market in Guang Zhou. 
Secondly, the development of the second-hand housing market in Guang Zhou is 
slow. Transactions on the second-hand properties are next to nothing during the past 
ten years. It is only in the past half year, after abolishing the welfare housing 
allotment at the end of 1999, that transactions on the second-hand properties have 
increased significantly. However, due to various kinds of taxes and administrative 
fees on housing transactions, which sum up to 5% of the transaction price, 
investments and speculations on second-hand properties have been greatly confined, 
thus impairing the development of second-hand housing market. 
Last but not least, people's consumption concept and habit in mainland are 
different from those in Hong Kong. Mainland consumers prefer to buy new 
apartments and most buyers' intention to buy a new flat is to improve their living 
conditions, very few consumers will regard it as a means of speculation. Thus, the 
second-hand housing market cannot develop rapidly due to the lack of participants. 
Being confined with the unavoidable situation that the second-hand housing 
market in Guang Zhou is underdeveloped and the relevant statistical data are scarce, 
we have to focus our study on the prosperous first-hand housing market in Guang 
Zhou, and adopt the first-hand transaction prices into our empirical research. 
However, we should bear in mind the caveats that these prices are not exactly as the 
equilibrium prices discussed in Rosen's model. Since the bargaining power is not 
equal between the real estate developers and the housing consumers in the first-hand 
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housing market, housing prices are mainly determined by the developers according 
to their costs and expected profits, while consumers have less bargaining power on 
the housing price. So there is not much space for consumers to negotiate on these 
pre-set prices of housing. This is a marked difference between the first-hand and the 
second-hand housing market, because both demand and supply sides have equal 
bargaining power in the second-hand housing market, thus their final transaction 
price can be the equilibrium price, but the transaction price in the first-hand market 
can not be regarded as the equilibrium one as the supply side has dominant effect on 
determining the housing price. 
However, the first-hand transaction prices still partially reflect consumers， 
preferences. First of all, so long as the apartments have been actually sold, no matter 
through the first-hand or second-hand housing market, it indicates that buyers prefer 
these products and are willing to accept the corresponding prices. Their consumption 
behaviours reflect their consumption preferences. Secondly, as today、housing 
market in Guang Zhou is absolutely not a monopoly or oligopoly one. competitions 
among various real estate developers are quite intensive, they must fix the housing 
price according to the rule of the market. For instance, one of the price strategies 
they use is "comparative pricing strategy". Alter comparing with other property 
which is most recently transacted in the same district (so as to ensure constant 
neighbourhood characteristics) and which is most similar in characlerislics. 
developers will ad just the selling price of his new estate by other characteristics that 
differ from the one to be compared. Sometimes, they may adjust the selling price of 
the newly constructed apartments based on the sale of the apartments previously 
promoted in the same estate. So we can see that when developers fix the housinu 
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price, they have already taken the market demand and consumers preferences into 
account. Thus, there is no doubt that first-hand transaction price also contains 
information of the demand side. In addition, by restricting our study only on the 
newly transacted first-hand commodity housing, we can ignore the ambiguous effect 
of the age of the building on the valuation of the property, and purely focus on 
exploring the effects of other housing attributes on the housing price. 
Before carrying out the following empirical study, we should bear in mind the 
caveats that instead of using the second-hand market prices, we have to adopt the 
first-hand market prices in this research as we are confined with the awkward 
situation that second-hand housing market in Guang Zhou is rather underdeveloped. 
These first-hand market transaction prices cannot serve exactly as the equilibrium 
prices discussed in Rosen's model. However, they can still show some lights on 
consumers preferences owing to the reasons mentioned above. 
Chapter 4. Empirical Results 
In previous chapters, we have surveyed literatures on analysis of hedonic price 
model for housing and have indicated that some precaution must be taken into 
account so as to avoid possible bias in estimation. In this chapter, we intend to 
estimate the hedonic relationship between housing price and various housing 
attributes in the commodity housing market in Guang Zhou. 
As the availability and quality of the data set play an important role in empirical 
works, first of all, we had better take an overview of the data set used in this study. 
4.1 The Data 
As the commodity housing market in Guang Zhou is newly booming, there is no 
ready-made database including various housing characteristics that can be used 
directly. So a tremendous time and effort have been dedicated to carrying out on-site 
survey and consultation with Guangdong Development and Construction Information 
Center and Kingswick (Guang Zhou) Property Consultants. These are the main 
methods of obtaining first-hand information and data. A total of 505 actual 
apartment sales from 30 estates in Tian He district during last summer are used in 
this study. The advantage of selecting such a short time interval for analysis is that 
the effects of time-variant variables (such as political changes, inflations and interest 
rate changes) can be minimized. In addition, further restricting our sample to newly 
transacted first-hand commodity housing, we can ignore the effect of the age of the 
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building on the valuation of the property since all the apartments in our sample are 
less than one year old. Therefore, we can purely focus on exploring the effects of 
physical structural attributes of each apartment on the price of the property. As our 
investigation object is the first-hand commodity housing market, the samples are 
exclusively owner-occupied apartments, which tend to have a relative high quality. 
The choice of independent variables is based on availability and prior notions 
regarding the important determinants of housing price. The house price and the 
structure variables are available on the Sales Brochure of Commodity Housing 
(SBCH). For location and neighbourhood traits, such as distance to the central 
business district (CBD) and the accessibility to social amenities can be figured out by 
on-site observation and by the evaluation from the property consultants and 
information center. Drawing on the caution of Huh and Kwak (1997) research which 
emphasised that researcher should make a thorough investigation of a specific 
housing market so as to choose proper variables reflecting distinctive regional and 
cultural characteristics of housing preferences, the author finds that the developer's 
reputation and the class of decoration are two important factors affecting the housing 
price’ because these variables have reflected the distinctive characteristics of the 
newly emerged first-hand commodity housing market of Guang Zhou. Therefore, 
this paper will take these characteristics into account and explore their effects on the 
consumer preference. 
Table 1. and Table 2. are the definition and the statistical description of the 
variables used in this research. 
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Table L Housing attributes. 
Variables Definition Unit 
(Expected sign) 
Dependent PRICE Selling Price Yuan/Sq.m 
variable 
Location DCBD (--) Distance from Central Business District (CBD) Meters 
variable 
STORY (+) The floor on which the flat is located. Floor 
ORIEN (+) Flat facing southeast or south is assigned a value 1, Dummy 
otherwise 0. 
Structure GFA (+) Gross floor area of the flat Sq.m 
variable 
D E C 0 1 ( + ) Flat with a luxury decoration is assigned a value 1. Dummy 
otherwise 0. 
D E C 0 2 ( + ) Flat with a common decoration is assigned a value 1, Dummv 
otherwise 0. “ 
DEVR1(+) Developer with an excellent reputation is assigned a Dummv 
value 1, otherwise 0. 一 
DEVR2(+) Developer with a good reputation is assigned a value Dummy 
1, otherwise 0. " 
Neighbor- BGESTAT Total construction area of one estate Sq.m 
hood � 
variable 
GREEN(+) The ratio of the sq.m of the greenbelt in the estate to Percentage 
that of the estate area. 
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Table 2. Statistical description of variables. 
N=505 
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 
. . „ . — — — — — — — — - — » 一 … — … — 
PRICE 2741.4 9873.2 6238.5 1582.9 
D C B D 400 8900 3361.9 2317.0 
S T O R Y 1 30 11.335 6.3734 
ORIEN 0 1 0.49703 0.50049 
G F A 43.350 219.91 104.84 28.934 
D E C O l 0 1 0.44554 0.49752 
DEC02 0 1 0.19604 0.39739 
DEVRI 0 1 0.32673 0.46948 
D E V R 2 0 1 0.57426 0.49495 
B G E S T A T 9560 1000000 246140.0 295369.3 
G R E E N 10 66 33.215 11.286 
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4.1.1 Dependent Variable 
The dependent variable (PRICE) is per unit selling price of the apartment. As the 
discount rates are different according to different methods of payment, such as 
mortgage or lump sum payment, the price per square meter used in this study is equal 
to the discounted price with lump-sum payment. It ranges from RMB2,741 to 
RMB9,873 per square meter, with the mean at RMB6,238 per square meter, which 
represents the average price level of the commodity housing in Tian He district. As 
Tian He district is regarded as the noble residence area in Guang Zhou, its average 
commodity housing price level is higher than that of the whole city. 
4.1.2 Locational Variables 
The distance to the center of business district (DCBD) is frequently adopted in 
previous hedonic price research to indicate the locational characteristic (Diamond. 
1980; Butler, 1982; Follain and Jimenez, 1985; Mok, ef aL 1995; Huh and Kwak. 
1997). They found that property prices decrease with increasing distance from the 
CBD. In this study, Tian He Plaza. ZhongTian Plaza and Tian He Sports Center are 
taken collectively as the Central Business District since they are within 1 kilometer 
to each other and this area is the business and social activities center of Tian He 
district. The variable D C B D represents the distance between the location of the 
property and the CBD. The nearest estate drawn into our rearch sample is about 400 
meters away from the CBD, and the far most one is about 9000 meters eastwards. In 
this monocentric model, a negative coefficient of D C B D is expected. 
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Another variable reflects the locational characteristic of the apartment is STORY. 
It indicates the floor on which the flat is located. As the residential complexes under 
this study are all no less than nine stories high, there are elevators equipped inside 
the buildings. With this convenient equipment, people are willing to live on a higher 
floor so as to enjoy a broader view. So it is expected that there is a positive 
relationship between the floor and the price, the higher the floor the higher the price. 
The last locational variable included in this study is the orientation of the 
property. As apartment facing south has better ventilation and sunshine, people are 
willing to pay more for it. So in our sample, flats facing south are assigned a value 1, 
otherwise assigned a value of 0. 
4.13 Structural Variables 
Gross floor area (GFA) is used to measure the size of the apartment. It ranges 
from 43 to 220 square meters in this study. Though net floor area can serve better as 
a proxy for living space since it excludes some commonly used area such as the 
corridor and staircase, the accurate data of this variable is unfortunately not 
available. But it is known that the percent of living area to gross floor area is about 
80% to 85% in Guang Zhou, higher than that (70% to 80%) in Hong Kong (Mok er 
c//, 1995). Since gross floor area is adopted as a proxy of living space in the 
apartment, a positive relationship between this variable and the price is expected. 
As the investigation target of this study is the first-hand commodity housing 
market, the apartments on sale are all newly constructed. Therefore, the age of 
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property is not regarded as a factor affecting the housing price in this study as it is 
considered in other researches (e.g., Bulter, 1982; Mok, et al, 1995; Can, 1997). On 
the contrary, the author observes that the class of decoration in the apartment and the 
reputation of the real estate developers are two important factors affecting the price 
level in this newly growing housing market. 
The decoration of all the commodity housing can be classified into three groups: 
The luxury class is decorated by maple wooden floor, French window, classical wall 
paper, and a complete set of imported kitchen and washroom facilities; the common 
class is featured by mosaic floor, stainless steel window and antimoisture paint wall; 
the semifinished class has only cement floor and lime white paint wall. In order to 
capture these decoration differences, we define two dummy variables (because there 
are three classes of decoration): DECOl is equal to 1 if the apartment has a luxury 
decoration and it is equal to 0 otherwise; DEC02 is assigned a value of 1 if the 
apartment has a common decoration and it is assigned a v a l u e of 0 otherwise. Thus, 
the control group (that is, the one for which both DECOl and DEC02 are zero) is the 
apartment which has a semifinished decoration. A positive relationship between the 
class of decoration and the price level is expected. 
Although the reputation of different real estate developers (DEVR) is not in itself 
a measure of the housing quality, it is presumed to be highly correlated with 
consumers perceptions of qualities, thus it has a crucial effect on consumers 
confidence in their purchase of the commodity housing. As buying a residential 
product is a long term, one-time investment, people are cautious of selecting the 
reliable developers. So the goodwill of different developers is worth of consideration 
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especially in the newly developing housing market. In order to have an objective 
evaluation of the developers' reputation, the author has consulted with Guangdong 
Development and Construction Information Center and Kingswick (Guang Zhou) 
Property Consultants, both of which are professional and authoritative consultants in 
the property industry of Guang Zhou. Based on the aggregate sales ratio of each 
estate and the celebrity of its brand, these two consultants have graded the 
developers' goodwill as excellent, good and fair. For instance, Guang Zhou City 
Construction & Development Holdings Ltd. is a famous real estate developer in 
Guang Zhou. Its leading position in Guang Zhou real estate industry is like that of 
Cheung Kong Holdings Ltd. in Hong Kong. In our sample, there are four estates 
constructed by this famous developer, so their corresponding developer's reputations 
are graded as excellent. W e use two dummy variables, DEVRl and DEVR2, to 
represent the different reputation among developers. DEVRl is equal to 1 if the 
goodwill of the developer is regarded as excellent and it is equal to 0 otherwise: 
DEVR2 is equal to 1 if the developer has a good reputation and 0 otherwise. So the 
control group (where both DEVRl and DEVR2 are equal to 0) represent the 
developer who has a fair reputation. It is expected that the reputation of developer 
will have a positive effect on the price of the commodity housing. 
4.1.4 Neighbourhood Variables 
BGESTAT represents the total construction area of each estate. It can serve better 
than the total number of residential towers (used by Mok et al 1995) to indicate the 
size of the estate, because total construction area is a better proxy of the scale of the 
estate. However, there is some uncertainty about the sign of the variable BGESTAT. 
�-7 
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As big estates usually provide better security and living facilities, it is supposed to 
have a positive relationship with the property value (Mok et al, 1995). But, on the 
other hand, from the viewpoint of economic of scale, the larger the scale of the 
estate, the lower the cost to construct it, thus the lower the price is offered. So a 
negative sign between PRICE and BGESTAT is possible. 
The ratio of the greenbelt area in the estate to the total area of the estate is one of 
the important indices that reflect the environmental quality of the estate. When 
people select a residence, they value not only the comfort inside the apartment, but 
also the quality of the neighbourhood environment. As the estate with high ratio of 
greenbelt usually provides high quality of sanitation and hygiene facility, people are 
willing to pay more for the beautiful and comfortable environment. So the estate 
with a higher ratio of green area is expected to have a higher selling price. 
Other neighbourhood or environmental factors such as the air quality, the noise 
disturbance, the criminal rate or the minority rate are not included in the analysis due 
to the unavailability of the data or the irrelevance to local conditions. 
4.2 The Results 
As this research is exploratory and initial in character, reliance may have to be 
placed on the use of relatively simple econometric techniques and the results derived 
will be subject to the caveats mentioned previously. Since the hedonic theory 
provides little guidance in correctly specify the functional form of the hedonic 
relationship, many housing market researchers (eg. Bulter. 1982; Follain and 
Jimenez. 1985: Megbolugbe. 1986: Mok ci ai. 1995: Huh and Kwak. 1997) have 
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adopted the Box-Cox transformation technique to search ibr the appropriate 
functional form, because the Box-Cox form requires no prior restrictions on the 
hedonic relationship. Therefore, in this study, we also take advantage of the virtue of 
this flexible form approach to find the proper functional form. 
Following the general Box-Cox form developed in equation (1), we specify the 
hedonic equation in our study as: 
严 ) = a o + | > ,Z ,⑷ + X P , / ) , + s , 妒 广 = 严 ' — 1 ) / 入 人 关 。 (2) 
'=丨 • • Inr 1 = 0 
where P is the per unit selling price of the apartment, Z, represents a vector of 
housing attributes with continuous values (eg. distance from central business district 
(DCBD), the floor on which the flat is located (STORY), gross floor area of the flat 
(GFA), total construction area of one estate (BGESTAT), and the ratio of the 
greenbelt area in the estate to the total area of the estate (GREEN)). D丨 is a vector of 
housing traits denoted by dummy variables (eg. the orientation of the flat (ORIEN), 
the class of decoration of each flat (DECOl and DEC02), and the rank of reputation 
of each real estate developer (DEVRl and DEVR2)), a is Box-Cox transformation 
parameter, a, and p, are parameters of the model, while s is assumed to be a vector 
of error terms with standard properties. JV尸。is a general form of P、''、and Z广). 
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4.2.1 Regression Results and Possible Interpretation 
In this paper, we present five alternative specifications of the hedonic equation: 
(a) X =1 for both dependent and independent variables一a linear specification, (b) 
A- =0 for the dependent variable and X =1 for the independent variables—a log-linear 
specification, (c) X =0 for both dependent and continuous independent variables一a 
logarithmic specification, (d) a classical Box-Cox 人-transformation only on the 
dependent variable, (e) an extended Box-Cox 人-transformation on both the 
dependent and continuous independent variables.^  Table 3. presents the regression 
results of these five different model specifications of the hedonic equation (2). 
As these five functional forms are different, the coefficients of the variables cannot 
be compared directly. However, their signs and /-statistics are consistent and 
comparable. The /^ -Square values indicate that the attributes included in the model 
accounted for a substantial proportion of housing price variability 8763’ 
().8()21. 0.8574. 0.8916. 0.8837 丨or these fi\c different specifications rcspcctivcly). 
l’hc overall fit is good. cspcciall\ sincc our data are cross-sectional. In addition, the 
signs of the regression cocfficicnls arc as cxpccled and most attributes pro\c lo be 
^ l.he most general extended Box-Cox model can be spccitied as / ' " ' 二 + 玄（,Z'"‘十 - where 
I I 
llie dcpeiulcnt \atiablc and the set of independent variables arc imposed by differenl fk)\-Co\ 
iranstorination parameters /. and 0 (Sec Linneman ( h J S O ) . Huh and Kwak fIW一））. In our study, we 
rolknv the approach adopted in Mc^^holu^hc and Mok (1995). w here both the dependcnl and 
continuous indcpcndonl \ariables arc transformed b> the same value of Box-Cox transformation 
parameter a. In their papers, this specification is also defined as one kind of the extended Box-Cox 
model, but u c should be auare thai it is less general than the one u e previousK specifv in this 
footnote. 
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Table 3. Regression results 
Dependent variable = PRICE; n二505 
Variable Specification Specification Specification Specification Specification 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
D C B D -0.3985 P""""""-0.71741E-04*”^OWM^""""""H5559E-03*""""""：033823^ 
[0.1847E-01] [0.2867E-05] [0.938 lE-02] [0.627 lE-05] [0.1457E-01] 
(-21.57) (-25.02) (-20.59) (-24.81) (-23.22) 
STORY 46.581* 0.66874E-02* 0.72754E-01* 0.14804E-01* 3.9339* 
[4.500] [0.6985E-03] [0.7862E-02] [0.1528E-02] [0.3979] 
(10.35) (9.574) (9.254) (9.691) (9.886) 
ORIEN 355.65* 0.57982E-01* 0.58794E-01* 0.12677* 13.074* 
[50.69] [0.7868E-02] [0.9023E-02] [0.1721E-01] [1.784] 
(7.017) (7.370) (6.516) (7.368) (7.328) 
GFA 5.0870* 0.78065E-03* 0.11412* 0.17181E-02* 1.1317* 
[1.043] [0.1618E-03] [0.1962E-01] [0.3539E-03] [0.21821 
(4.879) (4.824) (5.815) (4.854) (5.186) 
DECOl 1322.8* 0.18521* 0.14434* 0.41200* 40.559* 
[64.13] [0.9955E-02] [0.1255E-01] [0.2177E-01] [2.3371 
(20.63) (18.61) (11.50) (18.92) (17.36) 
D E C 0 2 448.01* 0.38694E-01* 0 .54003E-01* 0.92300E-01* 8.3320* 
[101.3] [0.1573E-01] [0.1522E-01] [0.3440E-01] [3.393] 
(4.421) (2.460) (3.548) (2.683) (2.456) 
D E V R l 457.36* 0.84829E-01* 0.10748* 0.18303 20.995* 
[92.09] [0.1429E-01] [0.I830E-0I j [0.3I26E-0I1 [3 3261 
(4.967) (5.935) (5.875) (5.855) (6.313) 
D E V R 2 394.60* 0.70950E-01* 0.38230E-01 0.15321* 13.124* 
[I02�S] [0.1591E-0I] [0.1973E-0r] [0.3481E-0IJ [3.6821 
(3.849) (4.458) (1.938) (4.402) (3.565) 
BGESTAT -0.68880E-03* -0.90961 E-07* -0.623 18E-02 -0.20306E-06* -0.21264E-02* 
[0.1110E-03] [0.I723E-07] [0.5781E-02] [0.3768E-07] [0.5206E-031 
(-6.205) (-5.279) (-1.078) (-5.389) (-4.084) 
G R E E N 2.6332 0.83846E-03* 0 .33770E-0]* 0.丨 7486E-02* 0.57664 
[2.406] [0.3735E-03] [0.1390E-0I] [0.8168E-03] [0.3220] 
(1.094) (2.245) (2.429) (2.141) (1.791) 
C O N S T A N T 5353.5 8.5922 9.3311 12.965 342.96 
[148.0] [0.2298E-01] [0.1139] [0.5026E-01] [1 1911 
(36.16) (373.9) (81.89) (258.0) (47.69) 
^ ™ . ™ ~ “ — —       
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" p ~ 0.8763 0.8921 0.8574 0.8916 """"“ 
Adjusted R- 0.8738 0.8899 0.8545 0.8894 0.8813 
Log- -3908.74 -3875.56 -3945.91 -3875.10 -3889.61 
likelihood 
Note: Standard errors and 广-values are in brackets and parentheses respectively. 
* Significant at the 5 percent level. 
Specification (a):入=1 for both dependent and independent variables—a linear 
specification. 
Specification (b): X =0 for the dependent variable and 入=1 for the independent 
variables——a log-linear specification. 
Specification (c): \ =0 for both dependent and continuous independent variables 
——a logarithmic specification. 
Specification (d): the maximum-likelihood parameter 入=0.09 for the dependent 
variable and =1 for the independent variables一a classical 
Box-Cox transformation. 
Specification (e): the maximum-likelihood parameter 入=0.62 for both the dependent 
and continuous independent variables—an extended Box-Cox 
specification. 
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statistically significant determinants of price (p<0.05), with the exception of the 
DEVR2 variable in specification (c), BGESTAT variable in specification (c) and 
G R E E N variable in specification (a) and (e). However, the DEVR2 and BGESTAT 
variables are significant in the rest four different specifications, and the G R E E N 
variable is significant in the log-linear specification (b), the logarithmic specification 
(c) and the classical Box-Cox specification (d). As these variables correctly reflect 
their corresponding effect on the property price, they are retained in the analysis. 
The coefficient of D C B D is of the expected negative sign, which means the price 
of the commodity housing decreases appreciably with increasing distance from the 
CBD. A negative relationship between BGESTAT and the property price can be 
explained by the production of economic of scale, the larger the size of the estate, the 
lower the cost of its construction, thus the lower the price level. 
The results show positive signs of the coefficients STORY. ORIEN. GFA. 
DECOl. DEC02, D E V R K DEVR2 and GREEN. It means an apartment is more 
expensive if it locates on a higher floor, faces south or has a larger living space. The 
estimated coefficients of DECOl and DEC02 indicate that the difference in intercept 
between a luxury and a semifinished class of decoration is larger than the difference 
in intercept between a common and a semifinished class of decoration. This justifies 
the positive relationship between the class of decoration and the price of the 
apartment. Similarly, the estimated coefficients of DEVRl and DEVR2 also indicate 
that the better the reputation of the developer is. the higher the property price will be. 
So these two factors, the class of decoration and the reputation of developer, have 
correctly reflected the distinctive characteristics of the newly booming commodity 
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housing market in Guang Zhou. In addition, the regression results also indicate a 
positive relationship between the environment of the estate (GREEN) and the 
valuation of the property. 
Specifically, we can interpret the estimated attribute coefficients in the linear form 
(specification (a)) as reflecting directly the marginal costs of production or the 
marginal willingness to pay of consumers for the respective housing attributes under 
two special cases discussed in Rossen (1974). Case one assumes all households have 
identical preferences and income but firms cost structure differ, the resulted hedonic 
price equation identifies the bid function of the household that is tangent to and 
enveloped by the offer functions of different firms. Case two assumes all the firms 
are identical while consumers preferences and/or income of households differ’ then 
the hedonic price equation identifies the offer function which is enveloped by bid 
functions of different households. For instance, if case one is true, among all the 
apartments with the same values of all other housing attributes, the one locales on 
one 11001- higher (variable STORY increases by 1) is expected to sell, on average, for 
46.58 Yuan/Sq.m more. Given other things equal, the coefficient of the dummy 
variable ORIEN can be interpreted as the dilTerencc in per square meter housing 
pricc for apartment facing south rather than facing other orientations, regardless of 
the decoration class and developer's reputation class of this apartment. In the linear 
l、oiTn of our regression result, the marginal willingness to pay for the apartment 
facing south is 355.65 Yuan/Sq.m. Similar interpretations may be made for other 
coefficients. 
The sensitivity of property valuations to different housing attributes can be 
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measured by the elasticities of demand for housing traits. Given the nature of the 
double-log equation (specification (c)), coefficients of the variables can be 
interpreted as elasticities. As shown in Table 3, other things being equal, a 1 per cent 
increase in the distance from C B D leads to a 0.1931 per cent decrease in housing 
value. The corresponding elasticities with respect to the luxury class of decoration 
and the gross floor area are 0.1443 and 0.1141 respectively. We have also calculated 
the Box-Cox elasticities at mean and the results are shown in Table 4. For example, 
the elasticity of the attribute evaluated by the mean in the linear specification (a) is 
the regression coefficient times the ratio of the mean value of the particular housing 
characteristics and the mean value of the dependent variable. The elasticity for the 
Box-Cox specification (d) is found by the regression coefficient times the ratio of the 
mean of the particular housing attribute and the mean value of the transformed price 
variable. As Table 4 shows that four specifications (a), (b), (d) and (e), which have 
the highest adjust R\ are consistent to indicate that the property price is most 
sensitive to changes in three housing attributes: the distance from C B D (DCBD)’ the 
luxury class of decoration (DECOl) and the gross floor area of each flat (GFA). This 
result is consistent to our findings in the double-log specification and it is supportive 
of Straszheim (1975) argument “Variation in housing characteristics and prices by 
location is a fundamental characteristic of the urban housing market”. It also 
demonstrates a unique feature of the freshly constructed commodity housing since 
the class of decoration has played an important role in determining the price of the 
property. 
According to Megbolugbe (1989) and Mok (1995), the intensity of looseness or 
tightness of a housing market may be indicated by the absolute value of the Box-Cox 
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Table 4. Box-Cox elasticites at mean 
Variable Specification Specification Specification Specification Specifi^atTon 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
DCBD ^^02148 ；^02382^ ：万】丽—― 
S T O R Y 0.0846 0.0758 0.0189 0.0764 0.0786 
O R I E N 0.0283 0.0288 0.0034 0.0287 0.0288 
G F A 0.0855 0.0818 0.0605 0.0820 0.0898 
D E C O l 0.0945 0.0825 0.0074 0.0836 0.0802 
D E C 0 2 0.0141 0.0076 0.0012 0.0082 0.0072 
D E V R l 0.0421 0.0487 0.0071 0.0479 0.0535 
D E V R 2 0.0207 0.0232 0.0014 0.0228 0.0190 
BGESTAT -0.0272 -0.0224 -0.0085 -0.0228 - 0 . 0 2 0 8 
G R E E N 0.0140 0.0278 0.0133 0.0265 0.0224 
Note: 
Specification (a): X = \ for both dependent and independent variables——a linear specification. 
Specification (b): X =0 for the dependent variable and X =1 for the independent variables 
—a log-linear specification. 
Specification (c): X =0 for both dependent and continuous independent variables 
一a logarithmic specification. 
Specification (d): the maximum-likelihood parameter 人=0.09 for the dependent variable and 人=1 for 
the independent variables—a classical Box-Cox transformation. 
Specification (e): the maximum-likelihood parameter 人=0.62 for both the dependent and continuous 
independent variables一an extended Box-Cox specification. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Box-Cox transformation parameter 
Variable Guang Zhou Hong Kong Seoul Chicago Los Angeles Tokyo 
(China) (China) (S. Korea) (USA) (USA) (Japan) (Nigeria) 
S C i i O ^ rTa： 0?7158ZJTtO 0 . 1 4 4 7 " 0 W 2 nTa:—— 
(1) (0) (0) (1) (1) 
DCBD -0.0002 -3.4647 -0.2052 -0.1361 -0.1361 -0.0123 n.a. 
⑴ (1) (0) (0) (1) (1) 
GFA 0.0017 -0.0098 0.4275' 2.5155 0.6374 0.0937^  0.3520' 
⑴ (1) (1-2230) (0) (1) (0) (-0.2) 
AGE n.a. -2.3957 -0.0496 -2.3197 -0.0365 n.a. n.a. 
⑴ (0) (0) (1) 
PRICE 
— — — — — — — 
(0.09) (0.71) (0) (0.4) (0.2) (0) (-0.2) 
Note: Parameter values in parenthesis. 
SCHOOL: Properties in the school zone. 
AGE: The age of the property. 
' 'Number of rooms. 
L'Lot size. 
�Bui ld ing ross area. 
Source: Hong Kong in Mok et al. (1995); Seoul in Huh and Kvvak (1997); Chicago and Los 
Angeles in Linneman (1980); Tokyo in Edmonds (1985); Jos in Megboiugbe (1989). 
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transformation parameter X, a X value greater than 1 may suggest a loose market, 
while a X value less than zero shows a tight market. Thus, the comparison of 
parameter values in different studies may characterize the hedonic price structure in 
different housing market and indicate the degree of constraint in each housing 
market. As shown in Table 5, the parameter values vary according to the intensity of 
looseness or tightness in each city. Such variation means that the functional form of 
the hedonic price model may vary in different cities, reflecting the geographical 
attributes of each housing market. 
4.2.2 Test of Multicollinearity 
As there are several explanatory variables in our model, it is necessary to identify 
whether there exists the issue of multicollinearity, because multicollinearity among 
explanatory variables can increase the standard errors of the regression coefficients 
and reduce the /^-statistics, thus making coefficients less significant. Following 
Barnett (1985), in which pairwise correlations among explanatory variables were 
used to exam the problem of multicollinearity, we adopt the correlation matrix (Table 
6.) to explore this issue. 
〇n the whole, the examination of the correlation matrix reveals no serious 
problems of multicollinearity among the explanatory variables. Although the three 
highest pairwise correlations are r(DEVR2,DEVRl)= -0.80906, r(DEC02,DCBD)= 
-0.68345, r(DEC01,DCBD)= -0.57369, the regression coefficients of these variables 
are significant and have correct signs, so the regression results are robust and we 



























































































































































































































































































































































4.2.3 Test of Heteroscedasticity 
In deriving the maximum likelihood estimates of the respective sets of 
coefficients and power transformation factors for the hedonic function, we make the 
assumption that the residuals are identically distributed with mean zero and equal 
variance. However, in our analysis of cross-section data, this assumption might be 
false, because the disturbance variance might not be constant across observations. 
For example, even after accounting for differences in the class of decoration of each 
flat, we expect to observe greater variation in the prices of apartments that have 
luxury decorations than in those with common decorations, because flats with 
common decoration do not have much flexibility in decoration. Most flats with 
common decoration are featured by the standard decoration mode, such as mosaic 
floor, stainless-steel window and antimoisture paint wall. Therefore, decoration 
pattern among these flats may not vary very much. On the other hand, flats with 
luxury decoration have a great deal of flexibility. The apartment can be decorated by 
maple wooden floor, French window or classical wall-papen and so on. This implies 
that flats with luxury decoration have a larger dispersion around mean level of 
decoration than flats with common decoration. This is one possible reason that 
causes heteroskedasticity in our study. 
Although the OLS estimators will still be unbiased if heteroskedasticity is present, 
the significance tests will no longer be reliable due to the heteroskedastic nature of 
the error variance. So it would be desirable to test formally whether 
heteroscedasticity is present. In this paper, the test for heteroskedasticity in all 
specifications is conducted by using the Breusch-Pagan (1979) test based on the 
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Lagrange multiplier principle. The BP test is designed to test the hypothesis that 
a," =(j2/(oco +a'z.), where z is a vector of independent variables. The model is 
homoscedastic if oc = 0. The BP test statistic is distributed as x ^  with p degrees of 
freedom, where p is the number of parameters without the constant term. If the test 
statistic is significant the presence of heteroskedasticity is implied. 
Table 7. shows the results of BP test for the five specifications adopted in this 
paper. As the 5 percent critical Xi'o is 18.31, and the results of BP test for all the 
specifications are larger than this critical value, we reject homoscedasticity at 5% 
significant level. 
As the disturbances in the regressions of these five models are heteroscedastic, the 
estimated variances of the ordinary least squares estimates are biased and 
inconsistent, and hence the ordinary least squares standard errors should be biased. 
In order to obtain consistent estimates of the variances. White (1980) 
heteroscedasticity consistent covariance matrix (HCCM) estimator is used to correct 
the estimates for an unknown form of heteroskedasticity and the results are given in 
Table 8. It should be emphasized that the H C C M procedure provides consistent 
estimates of the variances of the estimators, but the estimates of the regression 
coefficients and the R' measures will be unchanged. Compared the /-statistic in 
Table 3 and Table 8, we know that the corrected standard errors of some variables 
become higher while some become lower. On the whole, the /-statistics in Table 8 
indicate that the regression results of these five specifications are still highly 














































































































































Table 8. Regression results after HCCM estimation. 
Dependent variable = PRICE; n=505 
Variable Specification Specification Specification Specification Specification 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
D C B D -OJMST*：0：71741£：04*：0：19314*：0：1'5'559£-03*：()：33823*............ 
[0.1811E-01] [0.294 LE-05] [0.1105E-01] [0.6408E-05] [0.1495E-01] 
(-22.01) (-24.39) (-17.47) (-24.28) (-22.62) 
S T O R Y 46.581* 0.66874E-02* 0 .72754E-01* 0.14804E-01* 3.9339* 
[4.896] [0.7519E-03] [0.8181E-02] [0.1649E-02] [0.4281] 
(9.513) (8.894) (8.893) (8.978) (9.189) 
ORIEN 355.65* 0.57982E-01* 0.58794E-01* 0.12677* 13.074* 
[51.61] [0.8069E-02] [0.9205E-02] [0.1764E-01] [1.820] 
(6.891) (7.186) (6.387) (7.189) (7.182) 
GFA 5.0870* 0.78065E-03* 0.11412* 0.17181E-02* 1.1317* 
[0.9364] [0.1460E-03] [0.1871E-01] [0.3190E-03] [0.1990] 
(5.433) (5.345) (6.098) (5.386) (5.687) 
DECOl 1322.8* 0.18521* 0.14434* 0.41200* 40.559* 
[59.37] [0.9767E-02] [0.1282E-01] [0.2128E-01] [2.214] 
(22.28) (18.96) (11.26) (19.36) (18.32) 
D E C 0 2 448.01* 0.38694E-01* 0 .54003E-0]* 0.92300E-01* 8.3320* 
[114.6] [0.1828E-0I] [0.2018E-01] [0.3998E-01] [3.978] 
(3.910) (2.117) (2.676) (2.309) (2.095) 
DEVRL 457.36* 0.84829E-01* 0.10748* 0.18303* 20.995* 
[61.92] [0.1087E-0I] [0.I492E-01] [0.2344E-01] [2.491] 
(7.386) (7.806) (7.202) (7.809) (8.428) 
D E V R 2 394.60* 0.70950E-01* 0.38230E-01* 0.15321* 13.124* 
[78.57] [0.1205E-01] [0.1484E-01] [0.2629E-01] [2.869] 
(5.022) (5.888) (2.575) (5.827) (4.575) 
BGESTAT -0.68880E-03* -0.90961 E-07* -0.62318E-02 -0.20306E-06* -0.21264E-02* 
[0.1160E-03] [0.1764E-07] [0.5698E-02] [0.3875E-07] [0.5630E-03] 
(-5.937) (-5.155) (-1.094) (-5.241) (-3.777) 
G R E E N 2.6332 0.83846E-03* 0 .33770E-0]* 0.17486E-02* 0.57664 
[2.989] [0.3915E-03] [0.1391E-01] [0.8718E-03] [0.36891 
(0.8809) (2.142) (2.427) (2.006) (1.563) 
C O N S T A N T 5353.5 8.5922 9.33 ]1 12.965 342.96 
[128.3] [0.1912E-01] [0.1023] [0.4190E-01] [6.727] 
(41.73) (449.3) (91.24) (309.4) (50.99) 
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Adjusted 0.8738 0.8899 0.8545 0.8894 0.8813 
Log-likelihood -3908.74 -3875.56 -3945.91 -3875.10 -3889.61 
Note: Standard errors and ,-values are in brackets and parentheses respectively. 
* Significant at the 5 percent level. 
Specification (a): X =1 for both dependent and independent variables一a linear 
specification. 
Specification (b): X =0 for the dependent variable and X =1 for the independent 
variables—a log-linear specification. 
Specification (c):入=0 for both dependent and continuous independent variables 
—a logarithmic specification. 
Specification (d): the maximum-likelihood parameter A. =0.09 for the dependent 
variable and X =1 for the independent variables—a classical 
Box-Cox transformation. 
Specification (e): the maximum-likelihood parameter 入=0.62 for both the dependent 
and continuous independent variables—an extended Box-Cox 
specification. 
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4.2.4 Test of Alternative Functional Forms 
To test the “robustness，，of the maximum likelihood estimates of the Box-Cox 
transformation with the functional forms traditionally used in housing market 
research, such as the linear, the log-linear and the logarithmic functional forms, a 
nested hypotheses testing with the unrestricted Box-Cox form and the restricted 
traditional functional forms can be conducted using a likelihood ratio test statistic 
(Maddala 1977). 
The likelihood ratio is defined as the ratio of the maximum value of the likelihood 
function under the null hypothesis divided by its maximum value when no 
restrictions are imposed. In our study, the null hypothesis is XQ = \ for the linear 
specification (a), and A^。=0 for the log-linear specification (b) and logarithmic 
specification (c). The classical Box-Cox specification (d) and the extended Box-Cox 
specification (e) are taken as unrestricted models, and 入=0.09 in (d) and 入=0.62 in 
(e) are the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter A.. The likelihood 
function evaluated at these values is denoted by L{X), and the likelihood function 
under the null hypothesis is L(Xo). For large sample sizes, the LR test statistic 
• A 
LR = 2\nL{X) - 2\n ) has a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom 
equal to the number of restrictions, which is 1 in our example. Substituting the 
values of log-likelihood presented in Table 8 into the LR test statistic, we can obtain 
























































































































































































































































































































































The results indicate traditionally used functional forms, such as linear and 
logarithmic forms are rejected at the 5% level, while the log-linear form is accepted 
at the 5% level. The implication of these findings is that use of restricted functional 
forms for housing valuation may lead to biased estimates. Thus the flexible Box-
Cox transformation provides a more appropriate method of identifying the hedonic 
relationship without unwarranted restrictions on functional form. However, the main 
disadvantage is that coefficient interpretation is more difficult. 
4.3 Possible Sources of Estimation Bias 
First of all, potential problems of missing variables can cause estimation bias. 
In principle, all housing characteristics that can either yield utility to residents or are 
costly to produce should be included in the estimation of hedonic relationship. But 
in practice, this is impossible to be done as there are incredible large numbers of such 
kind of characteristics. In our study, the commodity housing market in Guang Zhou 
has been developed for not a long time, there is no ready-made database including 
detailed information about various housing characteristics. Though we have put a 
great effort to collect data as comprehensive as they could be, data on many of the 
characteristics are still either unavailable or of poor quality. So it is very likely that 
some variables with significant quality have not been adopted into our model, and 
the omission of these variables can result in biased estimates of the parameters. 
Therefore, the estimation of the hedonic relationship might be misspecified as some 
relevant independent variables are omitted. 
Secondly, there is a potential for introducing sample selection bias into the 
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estimated hedonic prices. Sample choice with respect to ownership status can be 
classified into exclusively owner-occupied samples and exclusively renter-occupied 
samples (Linneman, 1978). Since owner-occupied housing tends to be relatively 
high in quality, it is plausible that these samples yield biased estimates of the hedonic 
prices (Heckman, 1979). As the rentable housing market in Guang Zhou is not 
prosperous, it is hard to obtain detailed information concerning the renter-occupied 
housing. Therefore, the samples we used in our study are exclusively owner-
occupied ones, this might introduce sample selection bias into the estimated hedonic 
prices. 
Last but not least, the choice of the functional specification of the hedonic 
relationship is another source of estimation bias. As the hedonic theory offers little 
guidance in correctly specify the functional form of the hedonic relationship, like 
other empirical researchers on hedonic models, we are confronted with model 
specification problem. Though we have adopted a flexible functional form, the Box-
Cox transformation, to specify the relationship, and we have constructed the 
likelihood ratio test to test the “robustness., of the maximum likelihood estimates of 
the Box-Cox transformation with the more traditional functional forms, we should be 
aware that no test is perfect in testing specification errors and all model 
specifications are subject to certain level of risk. Thus, some cautions must be taken 
when interpreting the hedonic equation, and one must be very careful if he intends to 
use the results to make any prediction. 
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4.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have applied the hedonic price model to the booming 
commodity housing market in Guang Zhou, intending to estimate the hedonic 
relationship between housing price and various housing attributes. We have 
inspected the hedonic price equation with five different specifications of functional 
forms. The parameters in the regression are mostly significant, their signs are as 
expected, and the coefficients of the same variable have the same sign in different 
specifications, which means the directions of the effects of housing attributes on 
housing price are robust to different model specifications. 
Possible interpretation of single hedonic equation under some assumptions has 
been elaborated based on the specific regression results. This can enable both the 
consumers and producers to have a clear idea about the quantitative relationship 
between various housing attributes and the housing price. Therefore, they can rank 
the valuation or the cost of a particular characteristic so as to make a wise purchase 
decision or construct a profitable investment strategy. These empirical results can 
also provide some hints for the government to formulate appropriate housing policy, 
urban planning and macro-control measures. Hovveven one should be very cautious 
to apply these numbers to do any predictions or cost and benefit analysis, because the 
results obtained in our study may not exactly consistent to the actual magnitudes of 
these housing attributes in the real world as our empirical research is confined with 
some problems such as the quality of the data set and the specification of appropriate 
models. 
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The elasticities of demand for housing traits are consistent to indicate that housing 
price is particularly sensitive to changes in the distance from C B D (negative), the 
luxury class of decoration (positive) and the gross floor area of each flat (positive). 
This evidence highlights the crucial effect of location on the value of the property, 
and it also demonstrates the important role of the class of decoration in determining 
the price of property, which is a distinctive feature of the commodity housing market 
in Guang Zhou. 
Multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity are two problems frequently encountered 
by empirical researchers when cross-section data are used in their research. In this 
chapter, we have adopted the correlation matrix and the BP test to examine these two 
problems respectively, and we find that multicollinearity among the explanatory 
variables is not serious, but the disturbance variance has the heteroskedastic nature. 
In order to obtain consistent estimates of the variances of the estimates, we have used 
White (1980) heteroscedasticity consistent covariance matrix (HCCM) to correct the 
estimates for the unknown form of heteroskedasticity. The /-statistics show thai I he 
regression results are still highly significant after the H C C M correction. 
A s the h e d o n i c theory does not d ic ta te the correc t func t iona l f o rm of the h e d o n i c 
re la t ionsh ip , w e have p resen ted f i \ e a l t e rna t ive s p e c i f i c a t i o n s o f � t h e h e d o n i c 
equa t ion . T h e l ike l ihood rat io test o f these d i f f e r en t func t iona l f o r m s ind ica tes thai 
use of res t r ic ted tunc l iona l fo rms , such as l inear and loga r i thmic f o n n s . to eva lua t e 
h o u s i n g va lua t ion ma> lead to b iased es t imates , but the f lex ib le B o x - C o x 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is a bet ter m e t h o d o f i den l i l y ing the hedon ic r e l a t ionsh ip as no pr ior 
res t r ic t ions are requi red on the func t iona l f o n n . 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
This paper has endeavored to explore the effects of locational, structural and 
neighborhood attributes on the price of commodity housing in metropolitan Guang 
Zhou. We have first briefly introduced the significance of this research and the 
structure of the thesis in chapter one, then in chapter two, we have reviewed the 
hedonic price model used in the study of housing market, and have summarized 
some econometrics issues frequently presented in relevant empirical works. In 
chapter three, we have summarized the development and current situation of the 
housing market in Guang Zhou. Some caveats of applying Rosen's model to this 
newly booming market have also been discussed in this chapter. In chapter four, we 
have empirically examined a sample of 505 commodity-housing sales in Tian He 
district of Guang Zhou by using the Box-Cox technique. A statistical test has been 
conducted to determine the appropriate functional form for the housing hedonic 
equation, and it indicates that instead of a clear justification for a particular 
specification of the hedonic function, the flexible Box-Cox specification is a more 
appropriate method of identifying the hedonic relationship. 
From the empirical analysis, the parameters in the regression for locational. 
structural and neighborhood housing attributes are mostly significant, and their signs 
are as expected and robust to different model specifications. The empirical evidence 
indicates that the price of the property is higher if the flat locates on a higher floor, 
faces south or has a larger gross floor area. It also demonstrates a positive 
relationship between the valuation of the property and the class of decoration, the 
reputation of developers and the quality of neighborhood environment. In our study. 
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the power transformation of X =0.09 for the dependent variable PRICE. It is lower 
than that in the housing market in Hong Kong and Los Angeles, but higher than that 
in the Tokyo housing market. Such variation means that the functional form of the 
hedonic price model is dissimilar in different cities, thus reflecting the unique feature 
of each housing market. 
The elasticities of demand for housing attributes identify that the price of the 
commodity housing is most sensitive to changes in three housing attributes: the 
distance from C B D (negative), the luxury class of decoration (positive) and the gross 
floor area of each flat (positive). This evidence emphasizes the decisive effect of 
location on the value of the property, and it also reflects an obvious feature of the 
newly developing housing market in Guang Zhou as it indicates that the class of 
decoration has played an important role in determining the price of property. 
Therefore, real estate developers should particularly pay attention to the problem of 
location or accessibility when choosing a site to construct residential housing. In 
addition, consumer's preference for apartment having luxury class of decoration and 
larger gross floor area have also provided some useful guidance to developers in 
designing and constructing the appropriate kinds of commodity housing so as to 
satisfy the market demand. 
As housing price and its fluctuations are affected by numerous factors such as 
demand and supply in the housing market, policy changes, macroeconomic 
environment and so on, all the participants in the housing market, the government, 
the real estate developers and the consumers, are keen to analysis the housing price. 
Through studying the housing price, the government can have a comprehensive view 
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on the macro-situation of the housing market, thus providing it a scientific basis to 
formulate appropriate policies and measures on land supply, urban planning, taxation 
and macro-regulation on housing market. To real estate developers, whether the 
newly constructed residential estates can earn the expected revenue is the primary 
issue that they most concerned. Therefore, the developers focus on analyzing the 
housing price and the factors affecting it so as to make profitable investment 
strategies, identify the market segmentation and formulate reasonable product and 
price strategies for the corresponding target market. To consumers, a distinguish 
difference between the consumer of housing and the consumer of other goods is that 
the former is not only a consumer but an investor as well. Besides considering the 
consumption side such as whether the apartment is comfortable, practical and 
convenient for living, the consumer also concern the investment side such as the rent 
revenue and the appreciation of the property in the future. So consumers have strong 
self-motivations to pay attention to the housing price in order to seize the right time 
and choose the right location to do such a big deal of investment. 
Besides all the qualitative research prevailing on the housing market in Guang 
Zhou, our quantitative analysis in this research can provide more specific 
information about the effects of various housing attributes on the housing price. This 
can enable all the participants of the housing market to have a clear idea about the 
quantitative relationship between various housing attributes and the housing price. 
Therefore, they can rank the valuation or the cost of a particular characteristic so as 
to make a wise purchase decision or construct a profitable investment strategy. 
These empirical results can also provide some hints for the government to formulate 
appropriate housing policy, urban planning and macro-regulation measures. 
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However, we have to point out that the results of this paper must be accepted with 
some degrees of reservations as there is no guarantee that the data set and the model 
used in this study are sufficiently precise to reflect the practical and complex housing 
market in Guang Zhou. Our paper is only an exercise to apply the hedonic theory to 
this market. If a more comprehensive database with better quality was available 
from the second-hand housing market and the possible estimation biases, which are 
mentioned in the previous chapter, could be corrected, it might result in a more 
precise outcome. 
On the whole, this empirical study has applied a quantitative method to justify our 
common sense about how various housing attributes affect the valuation of property 
and it has specified the quantitative relationships between housing characteristics and 
housing price. Further more, it has identified three important housing traits that the 
housing price is most sensitive to in the commodity housing market of Guang Zhou. 
Hopefully, our exploratory research on this newly booming housing market can 
provide some useful information for its further development and prosperity. 
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